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	The conceptualization of a problem (modeling) and the computational solution of this problem (simulation), is the foundation of Computational Science. This coupled endeavor is unique in several respects. It allows practically any complex system to be analyzed with predictive capability by invoking the multiscale paradigm linking unit-process models at lower length (or time) scales where fundamental principles have been established to calculations at the system level.


	The community of multiscale materials modeling has evolved into a multidisciplinary group with a number of identified problem areas of interest. Sidney Yip and Tomas Diaz De La Rubia, the editors of this volume, have gathered 18 contributions that showcase the conceptual advantages of modeling which, coupled with the unprecedented computing power through simulations, allow scientists to tackle the formibable problems of our society, such as the search for hydrocarbons, understanding the structure of a virus, or the intersection between simulations and real data in extreme environments.


	Scientific Modeling and Simulations advocates the scientific virtues of modeling and simulation, and also encourages the cross fertilization between communities, exploitations of high-performance computing, and experiment-simulation synergies.


	The contents of this book were previously published in Scientific Modeling and Simulations, Vol 15, No. 1-3, 2008.
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Mastering Web Services SecurityJohn Wiley & Sons, 2003
Quickly learn how to build a secure Web services system using available programming tools, models, and specifications
Web services promise to simplify business programming and to improve interoperability, but they won’t deliver on these promises without effective security. Written by the leading security experts in the field, this...
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Genes, Development and Cancer: The Life and Work of Edward B. LewisSpringer, 2007

	While Edward B. (‘Ed’) Lewis is famous for his contributions to genetics and developmental

	biology, few have read his research papers. One reason for this is availability,

	many having been published in obscure journals or as book chapters. A second is

	because his papers in those fields are very difficult to read. The...
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Brain Storm: Tap Into Your Creativity to Generate Awesome Ideas and Remarkable ResultsCareer Press, 2003

	Business people, entrepreneurs, artists, entertainers, parents, students, teachers, and people from all walks of life can improve their lives by learning how to brainstorm. Successfully implementing an idea is what generates success and results, whether it's a business or personal challenge. Here is a fun, easy-to-read, upbeat book...
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Fundamentals of Cancer PreventionSpringer, 2005

	An authoritative work that provides a detailed review of the current status of practice and research in cancer prevention and control – an essential reference guide and tool for primary care physicians, the research community and students.


	Written as a collaborative work by the faculty of the nationally-renowned Cancer...
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Interference Calculus: A General Framework for Interference Management and Network Utility OptimizationSpringer, 2012

	This book develops a mathematical framework for modeling and optimizing interference-coupled multiuser systems. At the core of this framework is the concept of general interference functions, which provides a simple means of characterizing interdependencies between users. The entire analysis builds on the two core axioms scale-invariance and...
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Mac OS X Panther for Unix GeeksO'Reilly, 2003
With its rep for being the sort of machine that won't intimidate even the most inexperienced users, what's the appeal of the Mac® for hard-core geeks? The Mac has always been an efficient tool, pleasant to use and customize, and eminently hackable. But now with Mac OS® X's BSD core, many a Unix® developer has found it irresistible. The...
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